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AGENDA

1. Introduction

• Why to include the „human component“ in environmental science?

• Example from a) the Bavarian National Park and b) Wildlife-Human 

Interaction in Southern Germany

2. Background, motivation and working protocol for the social science 

„survey“ part of the Kenian-German scientific „biodiversity network“

programme 
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The Field of Biology
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A hot Topic in Biology – Biodiversity
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Change of Biodiversity



Biodiversity and Humans

Ecosystem services: the benefits people obtain from ecosystems (f.e. water 

cycling, soil formation, pollination of plants, regulation of climate). 

For ecosystem services it matters which species are abundant as well as how 

many species are present.
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Why do we need biodiversity?



What is influencing biodiversity

Overall, the main factors directly driving biodiversity loss are: 

• habitat change 

• invasive alien species

• overexploitation of natural resources

• pollution

• …
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Demographic pressure

UN „State of the World Population 2010“ Report:

• net increase: 2.6 humans per second

• 37,450 in 4 h

• ~ 83,000,000 each year

• Today: ~ 7.35 billion (2015)
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Increasing Demands per Head

World meat consumption/head 

1950: 18 kg

1999: 36 kg – Germany around 60 kg (2014)

• area needed to produce 1 kg meat ~ to produce 10 kg of corn/crop

• 1 kg meat produces 36 kg CO₂ (drive a car 250 km) - even more dangerous 

„methan“ …

• …
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Examples

http://footage.framepool.com/shotimg/589174775-bakersfield-massentierhaltung-agrarindustrie-kuh.jpg
www.fao.org



Increasing Demands per Head

Highways in China: 

• early 1970s: ~ 0 km

• 2013-2030: 119, with 81 connecting highways. The total mileage will be 
increased to 265,000 km (2nd largest after US).
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Effects of Increasing Demand per Head

• more agricultural land needed

• more water needed (potable water, irrigation …)

• more timber cut

• more roads, settlements constructed

• increasing landscape degregation/dissection

• decrease of natural habitats/ecosystems

• more waste produced

• more pollution (CO₂,…)

• …
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Why is Expansion still occuring?

Being “un-sustainable”

Earth Overshoot Day 2015 lands on August 13. 

(marks the day when humanity begins using more 

ecological resources and services in a given year than 

Earth can regenerate in that year)

Technical & agricultural revolution:

Abandoning natural limits through

• maschine power

• chemical potentiation of agriculture

• medicine
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Protection strategies

Protected Areas

14IUCN, 1994



Protection strategies

Besides from those Protected Areas, where humans are completely 

excluded from „wild nature“, management strategies need to be 

undertaken to protect biodiversity and preserve ecosystem functions.

15http://bilder.tibs.at/pics/233.jpg
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To be conserved, biodiversity must be integrated into the 

agriculture, fishery, and forestry sectors. 

These sectors are directly dependent on biodiversity and 

affect it directly.
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Humans can profit from the protection of the environment on the short and 

on the long run!

Before new protection strategies are developed it is of high interest:

1)to analyse peoples‘ needs and attitudes to increase efficiancy of strategies 

And this will also help:

2)    to adapt eductional programs.
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This means that for biodiversity protection plan – human‘s 

attitude, needs and behavior needs to be included...

Communication is the basis for this integration!!!

A few examples…
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Example 1: Analysing the Acceptance of the National 

Park Bavarian Forest by the Locals 

• Founded 1970 with the goal to protect nature (cultivated landscapes) and 

enhance tourism. 

• Beginning of 1980s - new approach to protect nature more strongly (rules for 

visitors & foresters) with the concept of nature zones without human interference. 

• Within the core zone no human activity was allowed – forest became more and 

more „natural/wild“, which was perceived as „unasthetic“ by the visitors. 

• Locals were more and more agianst the park, as they were given no voice. 

• Mid 1990s the national park should be enlarged – strong oppositions were 

formed.
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History of the National Park

Rentsch, 1988
Nationalparkverwaltung 2003
Held 1998



Main Criticism

The main criticism was that the park was not fighting the bark beetle. In 

between 1995 and 2000, 3000 ha of old spruce trees died due to bark beetles 

and storms. 

1998: The conflict got stronger – there were verbal and violent actions.

20Held 1998
http://www.natur-im-fokus.bayern.de/preisverleihung/2012/pic/haut/froehlich_xl.jpg



Strong Resistance to National Park(s)

21http://media1.faz.net/ppmedia/aktuell/2299749982/1.1804125/article_multimedia_overview/in-der-dorfgemeinschaft.jpg



Surveys were done to:

1) Investigate how locals can be involved 

2) What kind of information can help to decrease the resistancy of the park

3) What kind of economic activities might increase the livelihood of people
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Another survey in 2008 

Results:

• There was no overall acceptance: some topics found broad agreement, others 

strong disagreement.

• BUT: the majority of locals in villages around the park were in favour of the 

parks (62-88%). 

• In the rural area, which had the lowest rate of acceptance 20 years ago – the 

highest acceptance rate was found in 2008. 

What happened in between? Very strong and much communication and

cooperation to find management and protection strategies that serve peoples 

needs and protect nature. 
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To understand peoples‘ attitude towards the national park and to 

define new protection strategies/recommendations

Suda et al. 2008



Results

• Locals feel more integrated into the management of the park and better 

informed. Yet a big problem still is that locals don‘t agree with the 

handling of the spruce forest. To further foster the concept of „wild 

nature“, the administration should mantain their good information offer. 

• It is more difficult to influence the nature perception of very traditional 

and especially older locals. 

• A very positive  perceived aspect is „tourism“. This should further be used 

as identification symbol and the economic worth of the park should be 

more conveyed.  

• …
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Example 2

Extinction of large carnivores in Germany

JJ1 („Bruno“) (* 2004 in Italy; † 2006 in Bavaria, Germany)

•First „wild“ brown bear for over 170 years in Germany

•„Problem bear“: close to humans (trash bins), killed many farm animals (especially sheeps)
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„Wildlife-Human-Interaction“



Interdisciplinary/Multidisciplinary Research is needed

Teamwork of social and natural sciences is neccessary 

�To master the complexity of current and future changes (f.e. climate change, 

land degradation) and potential conflicts (f.e. climate refugees, hunger). 
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• Evidence based nature conservation is drawing on data derived from natural sciences 

(e.g. species behaviour), excluding human concerns, such as need for resource.

• Experience has shown that conservation of nature is not possible when ignoring the 

socio-economic context. 

• Education and communication with a focus on biodiversity are important success 

factors to strengthen biodiversity conservation. 

• It is crucial to assess people’s knowledge, awareness and willingness to change their 

behaviour in order to develop successful environmental education and 

communication strategies. 
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What is the Benefit for the Field of Environmental 

Science?

Sutherland et al. 2004, Schmitt 2011, Manfredo 2008, Rieckmann & Timm 2010 



Conclusion

Highly neccessary to include social and ecological aspects into research on 

nature change and the development of management strategies
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Compromises to protect both: Biodiversity AND Humans
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www.welt.de



Compromises can also be found in areas with high demographic 

pressure, like cities or agricultural areas

https://agricolturaurbana.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/693141-greeningadelaide.jpg



Reconciling human livelihood needs and nature 

conservation in East African forest biodiversity 

hotspots 

“DAAD Qualitätsnetz Biodiversität”

PD Jan C. Habel
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In Kenia, there is such a special biodiversity hotspot, but the country also has 

to deal with worldwide common problems, such as human demographic 

pressure, leading to rapid transformation of pristine habitats and a reduction 

of ecosystem service provision. 

Baur (2010), from Seligmann et al. (2007): Centers for Biodiversity Conservation



Complex Intention

To establish efficient nature conservation programmes (maintaining habitats 

of endangered species, as well as intact ecosystem services for the local 

human population), a combination of scientists and stakeholders from 

various disciplines has to collaborate.
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Investiating the Human Needs – before defining 

Conservation Strategies

Surveys of livelihood parameters, awareness of biodiversity and ecosystem 

sensitivity, willingness to change resource utilization patterns ...

34http://www.boostbusinesssupport.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Questionnaire1.jpg



What is survey research?

What is a survey research? Cross-sectional design in relation to which data are 

collected predominantly by questionnaires or structured interviews to collect 

data.

Variables that are within the survey are depending on research hypotheses and 

underlying theoretical constructs, f.e. environmental awareness.

35shortened from Bryman A. 2008



1) Literature review for valid scales testing our variables

2) Check for consistency of questionnaire (Checklist for prominent mistakes) 

and similar scaling
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First you need to decide on:

1)type of questionnaire (f.e. Structured interviews, self-completion questions, 

asking questions, structured obeservations)

2)form (f.e. online survey, paper & pencil)

Second you start designing the questionnaire:



Checklist for mistakes and Pre-tests help to get rid of ambiguity:

• Apparent mistakes, e.g.: „Are you in favor of school uniforms and the 

colour blue for those?“

• Deformation possibilities, f.e. social expectancy: „How often do you drink 

strong alcohol?“

Also check the consistency of scales:

• Yes/No (1/0)

• Likert-scale (1-7, 1-4)

• „Don‘t know“ categories (-9)

• ….
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The Type of Data we want to obtain

Quantitative data (N = 150 - 300)

•Group of interest: Local farmers along the environmental science research areas

Qualitative data

•2-3 expert interviews

38http://foodtank.com/assets/images/head/farmer_field_school.jpg



The Structure of our Questionnaire

Part 1 - Sociodemographic data and side conditions (age, gender, education, 

children, landownership…).

Part 2 - Land-use (production of goods, reasons for production, size of fields, 

problems of farming…).

Part 3 - Awareness & Attitudes (familiarity with conservation terms, environmental 

awareness, attitude towards protection of species, information/media usage…).

Part 4 – Willingness (Effort to protect nature, willingness of changing farming 

techniques, involvment in protection actions along the river…).

ANY FURTHER REMARKS?
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Data Acquisition

• Random selection of famers along 

river area (record GPS-signal)

• Working in pairs of Kenian / German students
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Expert Interviews

• 2-3 expert interviews (qualitative)

Reason:  1) to investigate differences in perceptions of humans needs and 

attitudes by experts in contrast to local farmers

2) to get a broader view

41https://www.secureworldexpo.com/sites/secureworld/files/interview.png



For the upcoming years 

1) Very similar questionnaires for comparison

2) After we have the results from Kitui from the 
first years of social and ecological data, we (German 
& Kenian scientists) plan: 

•to undertake focus-group interviews with 
communities of the other two regions to discuss 
the personal feelings and perceptions of different 
proposed conservation strategies in year 2 and 3

•to develop different education programs in 
cooperation with partner universities and NGO‘s in 
the 4th year
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Results and insights from the survey can help to develop 

effective and sustainable management strategies in combination 

with the results from environmental scientists to protect those 

highly valuable resources
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Thank you very much for your attention!!! 

Any questions? Comments? 

Contact: Rebecca Rogers

E-mail: rebecca.rogers@tum.de
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Follow us:

www.biodiversitynetworkkenya.de



Example 1

• Cities occupy just 2 percent of the Earth's surface.

• Inhabitants use 75% of the planet's natural resources. 

• Cities draw on their surrounding ecosystems for goods and services, and their 

products and emissions can affect regional and even global ecosystems (e.g. 

demand of food).

• A lot of literature shows and tries to understand why biodiversity in cities is 

often higher than on the countryside.
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Urban Biodiversity

e.g. Kühn, Brandl & Klotz, 2004
Angold et al., 2006 …



(Some) Species are adapting to Conditions in Cities

Examples of effects of cities on species:

Flight/pairing activities of birds
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MaxPlanckForschung, 2004
https://www.duesseldorf.de/umweltamt/grafik/440_t_t_blaumeise_baum.jpg
http://www.natur-beobachtungen.de/files/hamburg/wanderfalke1.jpg



Positive Influence for Species and Cities

• Certain urban actions can also have a far-reaching positive impact. 

• For example, energy efficient ‘green roofs’ (reduce energy costs, minimize 

stormwater runoff, attract an array of bird and insect life).

47http://notestorosa.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/urban-vertical.jpg


